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English

Unit 2.4 Stories with familiar themes
Students will make choices about the books they want to read,
beginning to distinguish between fiction and non-fiction texts. They will
use phonic knowledge to decode unfamiliar words and to spell common
regular words and common irregular plurals. They will learn to use the
-s, -ing and -ed suffixes accurately in their sentences. They will explore
different ways of beginning sentences and begin to vary their own
sentence openings. They will identify the characteristics of a story, using
relevant vocabulary to describe the setting and characters. They will
plan their writing through discussion, taking turns to speak, and will
write their own simple story, including simple descriptions of setting and
characters.

Unit 1.5 Simple Rhyming Poems
In this unit, the students will explore sounds and
words in texts and use their phonics knowledge to
read decodable words. They will choose plausible
graphemes that match phonemes when writing
simple, regular words, and begin to join some letters.
They will begin to show understanding of words and
sentences encountered in reading and explore
explicit meaning in texts. They will ask simple
questions and talk about texts they heard or read,
make links with their own experiences and express
their likes and dislikes. Students will use vocabulary
relevant to a familiar topic and begin to write simple
stories and poems, including using the structures of
ones they have read. They will show understanding
and awareness of rhyme, repetition and rhythm
when reciting simple poems. Learners will work with
others in a group and show understanding of the
opinion of others.

Unit 2.6 Explanations
In this unit, students will speak clearly and confidently, listening and
responding appropriately to others. They will find information from
visual sources and begin to show awareness that different non-fiction
texts have different purposes. Students will talk about the sequence of
events in a text, exploring and using different ways to begin a sentence.
They will work with others in a group to show ideas through role-play.
They will understand the difference between full stops and question
marks and the difference between commands and questions, writing
their own clear statements and questions. The children will explore
sentences that contain simple connectives and begin to use them in
their own writing. They will answer questions about a text with some
explanation of their thinking. They will explore the use of simple
quantifiers in a text and use them in their own writing. They will write a
sequence of ideas, including appropriate information to develop a point,
and share their work with others.

Maths Number Time
Addition Subtraction and

Doubles and Number Patterns
and Place Value

Measurement Multiplication
and Division Fraction Statistics Statistics Number Assessment

and Review

IPC

It’s Shocking
In It's Shocking, we will be learning all about
electricity and the things that we use it for on
a daily basis, ranging from lights and
computers to mobile phones and cars. As
scientists, we will be investigating the unique
features of static and current electricity and
the reasons why they are so important in the
modern world. How would our lives be
different without electricity? Let's find out!

Buildings
In Buildings, we will be learning all about the different structures we see in towns and cities around the world. We will explore
our locality to look at old and new buildings and use this as inspiration for Art. As geographers, we will be learning about how
houses and structures differ from country to country and the purposes they serve. As engineers, we will be exploring the Science
behind the construction of structures through making models and testing materials. What is your home like? How is it similar and
different to other homes around the world?

Art
Winter clothes

Students can learn about how the weather is
now and what type of clothing to wear to stay

warm and explore with art.

Buildings
In this topic students explore shape and pattern in buildings. They begin by producing prints and rubings of patterns found in

buildings and go on to look at, and record the use of shape, space and pattern in locar buildings. They question how these
features tell us something about the purpose of the building.

Korean
Beginner

1. 우리엄마예요(This is my mom)
2. 어디에 가요(Where are you going?)
3. 책을 읽어요(I am reading a book)

4. 우유가 좋아요(I like milk)
5. 불고기를 좋아해요(I like bulgogi)

6. 언제 수영해요?(When do you go swimming?)
7. 장난감기차가 있어요?(Do you have a toy train?)

8. 제 책이 아니에요(Ii is not my book)

Music
Light and Dark

In this unit, learners listen and respond to recorded light and dark music,
exploring how it makes them feel. They continue to use ta, ti-ti and sh rhythms

and stick notation.

Musical Journeys
In this unit, the idea of journeys to different places is used to introduce the idea that music can
evoke different emotions. Learners explore different ways of performing music, so that different

sections feel different, and create their own soundscapes to express different emotions.



PE

Unit 2.4 Healthy Bodies
This health-focused unit involves learners developing their
understanding of the importance of being physically active and how they
can improve their health through the foods that they eat. There is
initially a review of the importance of warming up and cooling down
before and after physical activities. This is followed by activities that aim
to develop healthy hearts and lungs. Learners will regularly experience
and discuss bodily changes that occur during the physical activities
across this unit. In the final topic in this unit, learners develop their
skipping skills (with ropes), working individually and in groups to
enhance their skills as well as their understanding of how skipping can
contribute to their overall health.

Unit 1.5 Play-based games
In this unit, the emphasis is on play-based games. Through play-based
experiences, individually and in groups, learners will participate in and
create games and activities for themselves and others. In particular,
they will be guided to develop their aiming skills, and their sending and
receiving skills. They will also play and create games with a range of
resources.. Learners’ knowledge and understanding of roles, rules and
safety in games will be promoted. They will be supported to foster their
social skills on a regular basis through team play.

Unit 2.5 Shape and space in
gymnastics

This unit enables learners to develop and extend their
learning about body shapes and space in gymnastics.
They explore and refine their straight, tuck, star,
straddle and pike shapes, in stillness and in
movement (e.g. through rolling and jumping).
Learners work as individuals and in small and larger
groups to deepen their understanding of the use of
space, and learning about levels, pathways and
directions in movement. They are guided towards the
creation of small-group gymnastics compositions.

PSHE Setting Goals What jobs do people do? Who helps to keep us safe?


